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We study the problem of disorder-free metals near a continuous quantum critical point. We
depart from the standard paradigm1,2, and treat both fermions and bosons (i.e. order parameter
fields) on equal footing. We construct a Wilsonian effective field theory that integrates out only high
energy boson and fermion modes. Below the upper critical dimension of the theory (d = 3 spatial
dimensions), we find new fixed points in which the bosons are described by the Wilson-Fisher fixed
point and are coupled to a non-Fermi liquid metal. We describe subtleties with the renormalization
group flow of four-Fermi interactions, which can be surmounted in a controlled large N limit. In
this limit, we find that the theory has no superconducting instability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Landau Fermi liquid theory3 is a remarkably successful
framework that explains how a metal can remain a sta-
ble phase of matter over a wide range of energy scales,
despite having infinitely many gapless excitations. From
the modern perspective of effective field theory, a Fermi
liquid is governed by a renormalization group (RG) fixed
point in which most interactions are irrelevant, due to
the kinematic constraints imposed by a Fermi surface4–6.
Indeed, the only way in which a disorder-free Fermi liquid
can be destabilized is by effective attractive interactions,
which lead to superconductivity4–6.
A significant fraction of highly correlated materials,
however, are not well described by the Fermi liquid
paradigm7,8. A key challenge remains to construct con-
trolled effective field theories of these “non-Fermi liquid”
metals that encapsulate their universal properties and
describe their stability. It is believed that an essential
ingredient for non-Fermi liquid behavior is the presence
of additional gapless degrees of freedom (bosons tuned
to criticality, or unscreened gauge fields are two exam-
ples) that act as a source of dissipation for the other-
wise weakly interacting fermions of the metal. Many
have postulated that the resulting strongly coupled sys-
tem can capture much of the phenomenology of highly
correlated electron materials albeit in a vastly simplified
context9–22.
Our focus here will be on quantum critical metals,
which are described by a Lagrangian containing, in addi-
tion to the fermions of the metal, bosonic order paramer
fields whose mass is tuned to zero at a quantum crit-
ical point. The standard paradigm for understanding
quantum critical metals1,2 involves integrating out all
fermionic excitations, including those modes that lie on
the Fermi surface. In a metal, this procedure is danger-
ous: integrating out gapless modes on the Fermi surface
will give rise to non-analytic, and even singular effec-
tive interactions among the bosons23,24. A more system-
atic treatment of such phenomena would invoke a Wilso-
nian coarse-graining procedure in which only high energy
modes are integrated out. A Wilsonian effective field
theory can never generate singular or non-analytic cor-
rections to the action and can in principle be analyzed in
a controlled fashion.
To date, all descriptions of non-Fermi liquids involve
effective theories based on non-analytic actions of one
form or another9–16,19–21; they can only be obtained by
integrating out gapless modes. By contrast, we are mo-
tivated here by asking whether non-Fermi liquid fixed
points can arise in Wilsonian effective field theories. By
explicit construction, we show that this is indeed the
case, which therefore places the notion of a non-Fermi
liquid fixed point on firmer ground. In the vicinity of the
upper-critical dimension, which as we discuss below is
d = 3 spatial dimensions for the class of transitions stud-
ied here, we find new fixed points in which the bosons are
described by a Wilson-Fisher fixed point and are coupled
to a non-Fermi liquid.
Non-Fermi liquid fixed points of Fermi surfaces coupled
to Landau damped U(1) gauge bosons were first studied
in an expansion about the upper-critical dimension in
[14]. We follow a similar approach, but start instead with
a UV fixed point corresponding to a Fermi liquid coupled
to undamped critical order parameter fields. In a large
N limit to be discussed in detail, the scaling trajectories
away from the UV fixed point lead unambiguously to the
non-Fermi liquid fixed point obtained here; the proper-
ties associated with this non-Fermi liquid fixed point are
different than the predictions of the standard approach to
the problem25. In this limit, the metal remains also sta-
ble against the presence of infinitessimal attractive inter-
actions at the non-Fermi liquid fixed point. For small N,
however, there are IR singularities associated with Lan-
dau damping, as well as interactions in the BCS channel
which may cause the scaling trajectories to flow away
from the fixed point. Thus, for small N, the fixed point
described below describes the intermediate asymptotic
behavior, above energy scales that can be parametrically
suppressed in the expansions to be considered here (see
Fig. 1).
In this paper, we will restrict our analysis to Pomer-
anchuk instabilities, a classic and well-studied set of
phase transitions in condensed matter physics, in which
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FIG. 1. This figure depicts the regime of energy scales over
which our description is controlled. The physics below the
parametrically low scale of Landau damping remains to be
understood.
rotational symmetry is broken whereas translation sym-
metry remains preserved. In the case of continuous
Pomeranchuk transitions, the bosons condense at zero
momentum and therefore couple to fermions at every
point of the Fermi surface. There is growing experimen-
tal evidence that such transitions have been observed in
several families of highly correlated materials including
the cuprate superconductors as well as in heavy fermion
compounds26. A similar treatment can be applied to the
case of quantum critical phenomena associated with the
density wave orders. We will consider these transitions
in a separate publication.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
construct a scaling theory that treats both low energy
bosons and fermions on an equal footing, which manages
to capture the correct behavior of both the fermion and
boson degrees of freedom when they are decoupled from
one another. In section 3, we describe our renormal-
ization group strategy and construct a non-Fermi liquid
fixed point that governs the theory in absence of four-
Fermi interactions. We describe the correlation functions
of both the boson and fermion degrees of freedom at the
non-Fermi liquid fixed point; they differ from the results
obtained in alternative treatments. In §4, we re-introduce
the four-Fermi interactions and describe subtleties asso-
ciated with log-squared divergences that arise in their
presence. In §5, we discuss controlled large N theories
where the subtleties of §4 do not arise, and we find fixed
points which generalize those of §3 to include four-Fermi
interactions. We show that these fixed points have no
superconducting instabilities. We close with a discussion
of open issues in §6. Explicit calculations which we refer
to in the main body are presented in several appendices.
II. EFFECTIVE ACTION AND SCALING
ANALYSIS
In the standard description of quantum critical points
in metals1, one starts with a theory involving fermion
fields ψσ with spin σ =↑, ↓ interacting at short dis-
tances with strong repulsive forces. These interactions
are decoupled by an auxiliary boson field φ representing
a fermion bilinear, and the partition function is obtained
by averaging over all possible values of both the fermion
and boson fields. Initially, the auxiliary field has no dy-
namics and is massive. However, as high energy modes
of the material of interest are integrated out, radiative
corrections induce dynamics for the bosons.
In a Wilsonian theory, the dynamics are encapsulated
only in local, analytic corrections to the bare action. This
mode elimination is continued until eventually, the UV
cutoff Λ  EF represents the scale up to which the
quasiparticle kinetic energy (k) can be linearized about
the Fermi level. At these low energies, and in the vicin-
ity of the quantum critical point where the field φ con-
denses, it is legitimate to view φ as an independent,
emergent fluctuating field. The resulting effective low
energy Euclidean action consists of a purely fermionic
term, a purely bosonic term and a Yukawa coupling be-
tween bosons and fermions:
S =
∫
dτ
∫
ddx L = Sψ + Sφ + Sψ−φ
Lψ = ψ¯σ [∂τ + µ− (i∇)]ψσ + λψψ¯σψ¯σ′ψσ′ψσ
Lφ = m2φφ2 + (∂τφ)2 + c2
(
~∇φ
)2
+
λφ
4!
φ4
Sψ,φ =
∫
dd+1kdd+1q
(2pi)
2(d+1)
g(k, q)ψ¯(k)ψ(k + q)φ(q), (1)
where repeated spin indices are summed. The first term,
Lψ, represents a Landau Fermi liquid, with weak residual
self-interactions incorporated in forward and BCS scat-
tering amplitudes. The second term represents an in-
teracting scalar boson field with speed c and mass mφ
(which corresponds to the inverse correlation length that
vanishes as the system is tuned to the quantum criti-
cal point). The third term is the Yukawa coupling be-
tween the fermion and boson fields and is more naturally
described in momentum space. The quantity g(k, q) is
a generic coupling function that depends both on the
fermion momentum k, as well as the momentum trans-
fer q (we have suppressed spin indices for clarity). For a
spherically symmetric Fermi system, the angular depen-
dence of g(k, q) for |k| = kF can be decomposed into dis-
tinct angular momentum channels, each of which marks
a different broken symmetry. Familiar examples include
ferromagnetism (angular momentum zero) and nematic
order (angular momentum 2). More generally, the cou-
pling can be labelled by the irreducible representation of
the crystal point group and it respects symmetry trans-
formations under which φ and ψ¯ψ both change sign. The
effective action in Eq. 1 will be the point of departure of
our analysis below.
We first describe a consistent scaling procedure for the
action in Eq. 1. The key challenge stems from the
fact that the boson and fermion fields have vastly dif-
ferent kinematics. Our bosons have dispersion relation
2
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FIG. 2. Summary of tree-level scaling. High energy modes
(blue) are integrated out at tree level and remaining low en-
ergy modes (red) are rescaled so as to preserve the boson and
fermion kinetic terms. The boson modes (a) have the low
energy locus at a point whereas the fermion modes (b) have
their low energy locus on the Fermi surface. The most rel-
evant Yukawa coupling (c) connects particle-hole states sep-
arated by small momenta near the Fermi surface; all other
couplings are irrelevant under the scaling.
k20 = c
2k2 +m2φ, so that low energies correspond as usual
to low momentum, and their scaling is that of a standard
relativistic field theory where all components of momen-
tum scale the same way as k0. By contrast, the fermion
dispersion relation is k0 = (k) − µ, so their low en-
ergy states occur close to the Fermi surface (Fig. 2).
Moreover, the Yukawa coupling between the two sets of
fields must conserve energy and momentum in a coarse-
graining procedure. These complications are easily cir-
cumvented by requiring tree-level scaling to reproduce
the behavior of a Landau Fermi liquid and a nearly-free
boson decoupled from one another when g = 0. Fur-
thermore, when mφ is finite, we must recover Landau
Fermi liquid theory: this simple notion leads to a unique
scaling procedure. As the fields are coarse grained, only
the most relevant components of the Yukawa coupling
function are retained. The four fermion interaction λψ is
generally also a coupling function depending on the rel-
ative orientation of the fermion momenta, with different
scalings for different configurations5,6.
To be more explicit, we consider a rotationally invari-
ant Fermi surface, and following Polchinski5, we define a
fermion momentum k = kF + `, where kF is a point on
the Fermi surface that is closest to k; thus, ` is a perpen-
dicular displacement from the Fermi surface to k. As the
cutoff is lowered, energies and momenta must be rescaled,
and in the Fermi liquid theory, only ` are rescaled while
kF remain unaffected. For the boson fields, by contrast,
all momenta components and energy must be rescaled as
the cutoff is lowered. We integrate out modes at tree-level
with energy Λe−t < E < Λ, and rescale frequencies (de-
noted k0) and momenta so that the dispersion relations
remain invariant. To simplify the discussion of scaling,
we will focus on a spherically symmetric Fermi surface
(k) = 12mk
2, so that our decomposition of the fermion
momentum is equivalent to parameterizing momenta by
a direction Ωˆ and a perpendicular magnitude `:
k = Ωˆ(kF + `). (2)
The dispersion relation for `  kF is then simply k0 ≈
vF `, vF = kF /m. The natural fermion scaling is there-
fore to scale ` the same as k0, but not to scale any other
components of momentum. In this parameterization (2),
the components of momentum parallel to the Fermi sur-
face are more properly thought of as angles rather than
momenta. We therefore find it natural to think of the
Fermi surface as a continuous collection of effectively
(1 + 1)-dimensional fermions coupled by forward scat-
tering and BCS interactions, as is true in an ordinary
Landau Fermi liquid.
We therefore obtain the following scalings
k′0 = e
tk0, k
′
F = kF , `
′ = et` (3)
for the fermion states, whereas
k′0 = e
tk0, k
′ = etk (4)
is the scaling that we adopt for the boson fields. This
particular scaling reflects the fact that our boson has dy-
namical critical exponent z = 1 at tree-level since we
have not integrated out gapless fermions to generate a
Landau-damped boson. The fields are rescaled so that
the boson and fermion kinetic energies remain invariant,
which leads to the following scaling relations:
ψ′ = e−3t/2ψ, φ′ = e−
(d+3)
2 tφ (5)
From this it follows that a generic fermion interaction
is irrelevant, whereas forward scattering and BCS inter-
actions always remain marginal at tree-level: λ′ψ = λψ
for all d > 0. It also follows from these considerations
that the boson interactions must be rescaled as
λ′φ = e
(3−d)tλφ (6)
which sets d = 3 as the upper-critical dimension for the
boson fields: thus, when g = 0 the quantum critical point
has the properties of a classical critical point in one higher
dimension, as is required when z = 1.
At first sight, scaling the momenta of the fermions dif-
ferently from those of the bosons may alarm the reader.
It implies, among other things, that scale transformations
in position space are non-local. However, this feature
is present even in ordinary Landau Fermi liquid theory:
the scaling procedure couples fermions at different points
in space. To see this explicitly, one can simply Fourier
transform the momentum space scaling
ψ(Ωˆ, `)→ ψ′(Ωˆ, `) = e−3t/2ψ(Ωˆ, e−t`), (7)
3
back to position space. At linear order in t, one finds that
ψ′(x) depends on an integral over all ψ(x). We therefore
are led to study the scaling of all couplings in momentum
space. Finally, we note that away from criticality, when
mφ 6= 0, the boson can formally be integrated out and
we must recover Landau Fermi liquid theory: simplicity
demands that the field scaling should not depend on mφ,
which further compels us to adopt this scaling procedure.
Next, we consider the fate of a non-zero Yukawa cou-
pling under this scaling procedure. In the low energy
limit, the Yukawa coupling function g(k, q) has a Taylor
expansion of the form
g(k, q) = g(kF , 0) + a1`+ a2q + · · · (8)
and it follows that under the scaling procedure above,
only g(kF , 0) is marginal whereas all other terms are ir-
relevant. Thus, only small momentum transfers imparted
by the boson remain marginal in d = 3 as we scale k to-
wards the Fermi surface (see Fig. 2):
lim
k→kF
lim
q→0
g′(k′, q′) = e
3−d
2 tg(k, q) (9)
This simple relation is derived explicitly in the Appendix.
We shall refer to the coupling g(kF , 0) simply as g for the
remainder of the paper. We see that d = 3 is the upper-
critical dimension for the Euclidean action; below it, both
λφ and g are relevant. Thus, we can naturally expect to
find new fixed points in an −expansion, which we show
in the next section.
Some readers may be familiar with other scaling
schemes, such as the ‘patch’ picture, where all compo-
nents of the fermion momenta are scaled towards a single
point on the Fermi surface. In this scheme, the fermion
dispersion relation takes the form k0 = vF k⊥ + k2‖/2m,
and so the fermions scale with both k⊥ and k‖. However,
this scheme cannot be applied to the entire smooth Fermi
surface without breaking it up into patches in an arbi-
trary way, with an increasing number of patches needed
as we evolve to lower energies. Most importantly, the
“patch” scaling approach has the unappealing feature
that forward scattering and BCS interactions are irrel-
evant (see appendix). This leads to the apparent contra-
diction that when the system is tuned away from the crit-
ical point, Fermi liquid behavior is not recovered. This
can only be fixed by resorting to a more complicated
procedure27.
In Hertz’s approach, the boson kinetic term contains a
non-analytic self-energy correction that one obtains upon
integrating out gapless fermions on the Fermi surface:
SHertzφ = Sφ+g
2m2ψ
∫
dd+1q
(2pi)
d
|q0|
|q| θ(|q|−|q0|)φqφ−q (10)
The inclusion of this term in the bare action reduces the
upper-critical dimension of the boson fields by 3: thus for
d > 1, the bosons are imagined to be described by their
gaussian fixed point. In this case, the scaling of time and
space is different for bosons and fermions25. By contrast,
in our theory, the self-energy correction in Eq. 10 does
not occur in our starting action, since we have integrated
out only the high energy modes.
It is important to stress that although the physics of
Landau damping is not incorporated directly into our
bare action, it is always present in the theory: it is clear
from Eq. 1 that we would reproduce Landau damping
when we integrate out fermions. In other words, the
Landau damping effect is a property of the low-energy
correlators of our theory at weak coupling. However, it
does not alter the scaling of the theory at energies that
are large compared to gmψ, which will be a parametri-
cally small scale throughout our analysis. By choosing
to keep the low energy fermions, we show that we obtain
an entirely new description of a non-Fermi liquid metal.
III. FIXED POINT STRUCTURE AT
ONE-LOOP
In this section, we discuss the fixed-point structure of
the theory (1), setting the four-Fermi interaction λψ = 0
for now. This is common also in treatments of Fermi liq-
uid theory, where one first finds the Fermi liquid fixed
point, and then assesses its stability to fermion self-
interactions. We discuss the non-trivial effects of four-
Fermi interactions in §4 and §5.
Since both g and λφ are relevant below d = 3, non-
trivial fixed points can be obtained in a systematic ex-
pansion in  = 3−d. In this section we describe the renor-
malization group flow to one-loop order that is obtained
when the diagrams in Fig. 3 are taken into account. In
all of these diagrams, internal propagators have energies
in an infinitessimal shell Λe−t < E < Λ, whereas exter-
nal legs have energy E < Λe−t. The leading contribution
from these diagrams is obtained by performing the loop
integrals in d = 3. After mode elimination, we rescale
energy, momenta and fields in order to preserve the bo-
son and fermion kinetic terms. We first summarize the
effect of each of the one-loop diagrams in Fig. 3; explicit
derivations can be found in the appendix.
The first two diagrams (Fig. 3(a) and (b)), repre-
sent the fermion contribution to the boson self-energy
and self-interactions respectively. Curiously, neither of
them contribute to the RG flow. The boson self-energy
obtained from eliminating fermion modes in the shell is
proportional to
ΠdΛ(p) ∝
∫
dΛ
dq0 [sgn(q0)− sgn(q0 + p0)] = 0, (11)
since the external frequencies are by definition smaller
than those in the shell being eliminated. A similar result
is obtained for the diagram in Fig. 3(b). Therefore, the
fermions do not affect the running of λφ to one-loop or-
der, and there is no boson wave-function renormalization
to one-loop order.
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FIG. 3. One-loop diagrams. The boson self-energy (a), boson
self-interactions (b,c), fermion self-energy (d), vertex correc-
tion (e) and particle-hole scattering (f). Diagrams (a) and (b)
do not contribute to the renormalization group flow while (c)
produces the ordinary Wilson-Fisher fixed point for bosons.
Diagram (d) gives rise to fermion wave-function renormal-
ization and (e) yields logarithmic Yukawa coupling constant
renormalization. The usual marginal BCS interaction Fermi
liquid theory (f) is altered by fermion wave-function renor-
malization as well as by diagram (g), both of which make the
BCS interaction irrelevant.
The diagram in Fig.3(c) yields the standardO(λ2φ) con-
tribution:
dλφ
dt
= λφ − aλφλ2φ. (12)
Here, aλφ is a positive constant given in the appendix
and t = − log [Λ/Λ0] is now the RG flow parameter.
Next, consider the fermion self-energy in Fig 3(d). This
diagram determines the fermion wavefunction renormal-
ization, and therefore affects the running of all fermion
couplings. It produces a contribution of the form
ΣdΛ(k) = −
(
ik0g
2ag
)
d log Λ, (13)
where ag is a constant and is derived in the appendix.
The first contribution to the flow of the Yukawa cou-
pling comes from fermion wave-function renormalization.
The second contribution to the flow of g comes from the
vertex correction diagram in Fig. 3(e) with zero exter-
nal boson momentum. This quantity is related to the
fermion self-energy via the simple relation
δgdΛ(k, 0)
g
= C3
∂ΣdΛ(k)
∂ (ik0)
= −g2C3agd log Λ (14)
where C3 is a constant which is equal to 1 in the theory
with a single scalar field φ, and which takes more general
values in large N theories we discuss later in the paper.
After the mode elimination and field rescaling, it can
immediately be seen that the Yukawa coupling becomes
g′(t) =
(
g − C3agg3t
)
e−g
2agtet/2, (15)
where the first factor incorporates the vertex correction,
the second takes into account wave-function renormaliza-
tion, and the exponential factor is obtained from scaling
at tree level. The resulting flow equation for the Yukawa
coupling is readily obtained:
dg
dt
=

2
g − (1 + C3)g3ag +O(g3) (16)
Note the existence of a fixed point at g2 = 2(1+C3)ag .
Equations 12 and 16 are the key results of this sec-
tion. To one-loop order in the -expansion, there is a non-
trivial fixed point which has 2 main features. Firstly, the
boson flows to the usual Wilson-Fisher fixed point with
λ∗φ = O(), and is surprisingly unaffected by the Fermi
surface to this order. Secondly, there is a non-trivial
fixed point at finite g∗ = O(√) which corresponds to a
non-Fermi liquid in which the fermion propagator has an
anomalous dimension.
When   1, the fixed point values λ∗φ and g∗ are
small. Therefore, the properties of the system can be
computed via perturbation theory. Correlation functions
of the boson conform with the predictions of the Wilson-
Fisher fixed point to one-loop order as do the critical ex-
ponents, whereas the fermion propagator develop branch
cuts signifying the loss of a well-defined quasiparticle. To
be more explicit, we compute the anomalous dimension
γψ of the fermion propagator directly from the expression
for the β function and the RG equation:
βg∗ =
[
3− d
2
− 4γψ
]
g∗ = 0 (17)
which includes the contribution C3 = 1 from the ver-
tex correction, from which we see that γψ = /8. The
fermion propagator at the fixed point has the scale-
invariant form28
G(ω, `) ∼ 1
(iω − vF `)1−2γψ f(ω/`), (18)
where f(ω/`) is a scaling function that is undetermined
by the RG equation. Note that this scale invariant form,
which follows from the existence of a fixed point, is ob-
tained despite the fact that the fermions are at finite
chemical potential. Therefore, at the fixed point, the
imaginary part of the fermion self-energy varies as
ImΣ(k) ∼ (g∗)2ω1− 4 . (19)
By contrast, recent predictions based on the standard
approach to the problem25 suggest that
ImΣ(k) ∼ ωd/3 = ω1− 3 . (20)
5
+λψ(θ)
V (θ) ≡
g2
ω2+c2(`2+4k2F sin2 θ2)
FIG. 4. This figure depicts the sum of two diagrams that
define the tree-level fermion scattering function V (θ). This
function then appears directly in the generalized BCS loop
diagrams depicted in Fig. 3(f, g, i).
where the second equality makes the comparison directly
with the expression in Eq. 19 obtained at the fixed point.
We note that even to leading order in , there are discrep-
ancies between the two sets of theories.
IV. FERMION SELF-COUPLINGS
Next, we describe the fate of four fermion interactions
at the non-trivial fixed point. In addition to the Fermi
liquid contribution in Fig. 3(f), there are several dia-
grams which affect the flow of λψ, and some of their
contributions are rather subtle.
Aside from the fermion wave-function renormalization
of diagram Fig. 3(d), there are four diagrams that pro-
duce vertex corrections. The simplest vertex correction
to consider is depicted in Fig. 3(h). As explained in the
appendix, due to the kinematic constraints of the Fermi
surface, it has no divergent piece.
The other vertex corrections shown in Fig. 3(g) and
Fig. 3(i) are a bit more subtle. For example, if one
directly evaluates any of these diagrams individually one
seems to find a dependence of the form log2(Λ), which
would naively lead to explicit Λ dependence in the RG
flow equations.
One may obtain more insight into the origin of these
puzzling divergences by slightly re-organizing the calcu-
lation. For this purpose, let us define the general vertex
function
V (θ, ω) ≡ λψ(θ) + g
2
ω2 + c2(`2 + 4k2F sin
2 θ
2 )
(21)
where θ is the angle between the initial and final an-
tipodal fermions, and we have suppressed the explicit `
dependence of V as well as the scale dependence of the
couplings. Inserting this vertex function into one-loop
Feynman diagrams, one can see that in the integral over
momenta, soft scattering at small θ is responsible for an
enhanced log divergence on top of the one which follows
from naive scaling.
One simple way of seeing the enhanced log divergences
is as follows. We can write all of the diagrams Fig. 3(f,
g, i) in the compact form
I(Ω) =
∫
δΛd` dd−2Ω′ kd−2F
(2pi)d(Λ2 + v2F `
2)
V (Ω′,Λ)V (Ω− Ω′,Λ) (22)
Now we see that the integral over Ω′ is merely a convo-
lution, so we can diagonalize it by writing the V (θ, ω) in
terms of spherical harmonics on the Fermi surface, giving
I(L) = aV V (L,Λ)
2d log(Λ) (23)
for a constant aV . The log
2(Λ) effect alluded to above
is now contained in the behavior of VL as a function of
Fermi surface angular momentum L.
Similarly log2 divergences have been encountered in
the earlier literature29–33. An interesting suggestion for
an improved RG to surmount this issue appears in the
work of Son30. We will see here that in controlled large
N limits, the log2 diagrams do not contribute, and the
RG analysis is conventional. We intend to pursue a sys-
tematic investigation of the proper treatment of such di-
vergences at small N in further work.
V. ONE-LOOP STRUCTURE AT LARGE N
AND FIXED POINTS INCLUDING λψ
In §3, we discovered new one-loop fixed points where
a Wilson-Fisher boson dressed a Fermi liquid into a non-
Fermi liquid. However, incorporation of four-Fermi inter-
actions in §4 leads to new issues in the renormalization
group, whose systematic investigation we leave for the
future. For now, we can gain significant theoretical con-
trol over the model including four-Fermi interactions by
introducing a large N version of it.
To do this, the fermions ψ are promoted to N -vectors
ψi while the scalar is promoted to an N × N complex
matrix φij :
Lψ = ψ¯i [∂τ + µ− (i∇)]ψi + λψ
N
ψ¯iψiψ¯
jψj
Lφ = tr
(
m2φφ
2 + (∂τφ)
2
+ c2
(
~∇φ
)2)
+
λ
(1)
φ
8N
tr(φ4) +
λ
(2)
φ
8N2
(tr(φ2))2
Lψ,φ = g√
N
ψ¯iψjφ
j
i (24)
where we consider spin-less fermions for simplicity. In
order to avoid having more than one independent scalar
mass that must be tuned to zero at the fixed point, we
take φij to be in an irreducible representation. For con-
creteness, we take this to be the adjoint of SU(N), and
the fermions to transform in the fundamental represen-
tation, though the leading large N effects will not be
especially dependent on this choice.
Although a priori there are two distinct quartic boson
couplings with different trace structures, one can in fact
set λ
(1)
φ = 0 in a natural way. The model enjoys an en-
hanced SO(N2) symmetry in that limit (softly broken by
the relevant parameter g), and so it is radiatively stable
to do so. We proceed with λ
(1)
φ = 0.
In appendix A 4, we evaluate the generalization of the
renormalization coefficients ag, aλψ , aV , and C3 to large
6
N , but here we will just give a qualitative overview. First
of all, the diagram (Fig. 3(a)) vanishes in this limit, in-
cluding the finite piece. This implies that Landau damp-
ing is completely absent at N → ∞. This large N limit
in d = 3 was exploited previously in 34. This is inter-
esting, but it does mean that the large N limit and the
ω → 0 limit (where Landau damping is dominant in other
treatments of this problem) exhibit subtle interplay.
In fact, this is part of a more general point: at infi-
nite N , the fermions do not renormalize the scalar at all.
The fixed point properties of the scalars can therefore
be studied independently of the fermions. On the other
hand, the scalars do have an effect on the renormalization
of the fermions, even though the fermions do not “back
react” on the scalars. In particular, the wavefunction
renormalization, which affects the running of all fermion
interactions, survives at leading order in large N :
ag = O(N0). (25)
In contrast, the direct cubic vertex renormalization dia-
gram Fig. 3(e) vanishes at large N :
C3 = O(N−2). (26)
The factor of 1/N in the four-fermion interaction λψ
has been chosen so that the resulting one-loop renor-
malization of the fermion propagator is finite at N →
∞. The interaction itself naively has two differ-
ent possible structures, ψ¯i(p)ψi(p
′)ψ¯j(−p)ψj(p′) and
ψ¯i(p)ψj(p
′)ψ¯i(−p)ψj(p′) in the action above. However,
by anti-commuting the fermions and relabeling the mo-
menta, these can be seen to be just a single interaction
(with a coefficient λψ that can be a function of the angle
cos θ = pˆ · pˆ′). The diagrams in Fig. 3(g), (h), and (i) do
not contribute to λψ at leading order in large N . Conse-
quently, the double-logs mentioned in section IV are also
absent at infinite N .35
The structure of the resulting RG fixed points is as
follows. The boson still behaves as if it is at a Wilson-
Fisher fixed point at leading order in large N. The fermion
is dressed into a non-Fermi liquid, and we can now as-
sess the stability of this non-Fermi liquid fixed point to
superconducting instabilities. The leading RG equation
for λψ is therefore of the form
d
dt
λψ = −2agg2λψ. (27)
An additional term on the right-hand side of the form
βλ2ψ (i.e. the conventional BCS result, that would drive
attractive interactions to grow at low-energy) is absent
at infinite N ; more precisely, β = O(N−1). We therefore
see that there is a stable fixed point at λψ = 0. The
large N fixed point is stable against superconductivity.
Similar conclusions were obtained in a recent study36 of
superconductivity of fermions at finite density coupled to
U(1) gauge fields in d = 3 + 1.
VI. DISCUSSION
The key result of this paper is the existence of a non-
Fermi liquid fixed point for a metal near a quantum crit-
ical point below d = 3. We have obtained the non-Fermi
liquid fixed point in a theory which formally integrates
out only high energy modes, never incorporates the effect
of Landau damping in the tree-level action, and treats the
low energy boson and fermion modes on an equal footing.
Furthermore, in the large-N limit of §5, the non-Fermi liq-
uid is always stable against superconductivity, since BCS
interactions become irrelevant at the fixed point due to
the first term of Eq. (27), which is O().
However, there is a peculiar aspect of the fixed points
obtained in the present analysis. We have emphasized
that while the physics of Landau damping can always
be recovered in our theory at any stage by integrating
out fermions, there is no sense in which Landau damping
smoothly grows under the RG. The reason for this effect
is that the boson self-energy to one-loop order is not log-
arithmically divergent. Stated differently, the damping
only arises when fermion modes below the boson energy
are integrated out; in our Wilsonian RG treatment, we
never integrate out these modes. It is a curiosity that in
our approach, the boson dynamical critical exponent re-
mains at unity at all finite steps of the RG. It seems very
likely that as one goes to higher orders in , more compli-
cated diagrams generate a non-trivial dynamical critical
exponent for the scalar, and its behavior no longer co-
incides with that of a scalar at the Wilson-Fisher fixed
point. At  = 1, such corrections are likely to be quite
important.
This raises the natural question of whether the fixed
points we found here can be continuously interpolated to
 = 1, and govern the IR behavior of a quantum critical
metal in d = 2 + 1. While there is good reason to believe
that the fixed point structure survives to  = 1, there are
several issues which present a challenge in constructing
the theory. Firstly, at energy scales below ωLD ∼ gm∗ψ,
the boson becomes substantially Landau damped due to
the presence of the dissipative fermion bath34. Secondly,
the effect of λφ, which is O(1) relevant in d = 2 + 1,
should be taken into account beyond one-loop order. A
promising route to describing the non-Fermi liquid in
d = 2 + 1 involves looking for self-consistent solutions
of both the boson and fermion self-energies by comput-
ing a Dyson expansion for both quantities. It is well-
known that starting with a Fermi liquid propagator, self-
consistency cannot be achieved, since g is O(1) relevant.
Stated differently, the boson Landau damping, which as-
sumes an underlying Fermi liquid, leads to a non-Fermi
liquid description in d = 2 + 1. However, it is conceiv-
able that by starting with a non-Fermi liquid ansatz, a
self-consistent solution to the problem at hand may be
achieved. In suitable large N limits, for instance, one
can find closed-form integral equations for the boson and
fermion self-energies, and search for self-consistent solu-
tions. Results in this direction, with a comparison to the
7
present work, will be described in a future publication.
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Appendix A: Calculational Details
1. Scaling dimension of the Yukawa coupling function
We would like to study the scaling of the Yukawa coupling function, which can be written with full detail as
Sψ,φ =
∫
dd+1kdd+1k′dd+1q
(2pi)
3(d+1)
g(k, q)ψ¯(k′)ψ(k)φ(q)δ(d)(k′ − k − q)δ(k′0 − k0 − q0) (A1)
where k1, k2 label the fermions, and q labels the bosons. We have written, e.g., k = (k0, kˆF + ~`) for the fermions with
~` perpendicular to the Fermi surface. Note that we have included explicitly the energy and momentum conserving
δ-function, which plays an important role in the scaling analysis. The coupling function has an expansion of the form
g(k, q) = g(kF , 0) + a1`+ a2q + · · · (A2)
We next perform the tree-level scaling analysis described in Section II, paying careful attention to the behavior of the
momentum conserving δ-function, which is written more explicitly as
δ(d) (k′ − k − q) = δ(d)(k′F − kF + `′ − `− q) (A3)
Following the analysis of Polchinski5, we consider two cases:
Case I : `, `′  |k′F − kF | (A4)
and
Case II : kF ≈ k′F (A5)
The momentum δ-function scales only in the second case and has scaling dimension −1, not −d. The energy conserving
δ-function always scales. Under the scaling transformation, the various components of the Yukawa coupling function
scale as
g(kF , 0)→ g(kF , 0)
a1`→ a1`e−t
a2q → a2qe−t (A6)
whereas the combination of scaling the measure and fields produces a factor e
1−d
2 t. We conclude, therefore, that a1, a2
are irrelevant. Retaining only g(kF , 0), the Yukawa coupling scales as
Case I : Sψ,φ → e
1−d
2 tSψ,φ
Case II : Sψ,φ → e
3−d
2 tSψ,φ (A7)
The difference between the two cases arises because of the scaling of the δ-function in Case II. Thus we conclude that
lim
k→kF
lim
q→0
g′(k′, q′) = e
3−d
2 tg(k, q) (A8)
so that for small boson momentum, and for fermion states close to the Fermi surface, the Yukawa coupling is relevant
below d = 3. Note that the Yukawa coupling g(kF , 0) can exhibit non-trivial angular dependence on the Fermi surface
and still remain marginal in d = 3.
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2. Shortcomings of the “patch” scaling procedure
For completeness, we show here that in the “patch” scaling scheme, the BCS four fermion couplings are irrelevant
in all d > 1 To see this, start with the quadratic action written as∫
dk0d`d
d−1k‖ψ(∂τ − vF `− k2‖/2m)ψ. (A9)
Scaling [k0] = [`] = 2[k‖], in order to keep the action invariant one must assign the fermions a scaling of [ψ] = −d+54 .
Passing to the four-fermion interaction, we have∫ 4∏
i=1
(
dk
(i)
0 d`
(i)dd−1k(i)‖
)
ψ1ψ2ψ3ψ4δ
(d+1)
(∑
i
k(i)
)
. (A10)
When the fermions are arranged antipodally on the Fermi surface so that the large components of their momenta
cancel inside the δ function, the total scaling of this interaction is 32 (d−1)[k0], and so is not marginal above one spatial
dimension. This is in contrast with the scaling that we adopt, for which the four-fermion interaction on antipodal
fermions is classically marginal in any dimension.5
3. Determination of RG Flow from Divergences
The standard Wilsonian renormalization group procedure is complicated by the kinematics of a Fermi surface.
The main issue is that very large momentum transfers can contribute to very low-energy processes. For example, low
energy fermions at generic points on the Fermi surface scatter via the exchange of bosons with Fermi-scale momentum.
This means that we must be careful to precisely specify our RG scheme. In what follows, we will integrate out
modes in frequency shells with unconstrained momenta, so that
e−tΛ < ω < Λ and 0 ≤ |~k| <∞ (A11)
Other schemes where we also decrease the cutoff on all |~k| can be considered, but we will adopt this scheme since it
is the one that we find most convenient.
In the sections that follow we will compute the UV divergent part of various Feynman diagrams that renormalize the
kinetic terms and couplings. The β functions for the couplings are related to these UV divergences in an elementary
way. All of the relevant diagrams are shown in Fig. 3. We treat each of these in turn.
(a)
This will be given by the integral over a fermion loop
Π(p) = g2
∫ Λ
Λ(1−δ)
dω
∫
dd−1Ωˆkd−1F d`
1
iω − vF `
1
i(ω − ip0)− vF `− vF Ωˆ · ~p
(A12)
An equivalent contribution arises from the small window of negative frequencies −Λ < ω < −Λ(1 − δ). We are
interested in the regime where the boson energy and momentum (p0, ~p) are much smaller than kF . This means that
the boson must split into roughly antipodal fermion pairs. The first fermion has energy ω, lives at vˆF on the fermi
surface, and deviates from the fermi surface by `. The second fermion is nearly antipodal, but has its momentum and
energy fixed by momentum conservation. We can again immediately evaluate the trivial frequency integral, giving
Π(p) = g2δΛkd−1F
∫
dd−1Ωˆd`
1
iΛ− vF `
1
i(Λ− ip0)− vF `− vF Ωˆ · ~p
+ (Λ→ −Λ) (A13)
The d` integration can be performed by residues, and a non-vanishing result requires that it have poles on both sides
of the real axis. This leads us to the conclusion that ΠdΛ(p) vanishes for Λ > |p0|, as claimed in §3.
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(b)
The boson quartic coupling λφ is classically marginal in d = 3 and so UV divergences are insensitive to the external
momenta, which can be set to zero. The one-loop renormalization due to a fermion loop is simply
2g4
∫
d`k2F d
2Ωˆ
(2pi)d+1
1
(iΛ− vF `)4 . (A14)
The d` integral can be done by contour integration, and is then easily seen to vanish since all poles lie on one side of
the real axis. Therefore this diagram does not contribute to the running of λφ.
(c)
The renormalization of λφ due to self-interactions, on the other hand, has a well-known logarithmic divergence
in d = 3. For completeness, let us reproduce this here using our shells of restricted frequency (but unrestricted
momentum):
δλφ =
(
3
2
)
(2)δΛλ2φ
∫
d3p
(2pi)4
1
(Λ2 + p2)2
=
3λ2φ
16pi2
δΛ
Λ
. (A15)
The pre-factor of 32 is due to diagrammatics: there are three diagrams that contribute (s-,t-, and u-channel), each
with a symmetric factor of 1/2, and the additional pre-factor of 2 is from the two thin shells, at positive and negative
frequencies.
(d)
We start with an inflowing fermion with frequency p0 and momentum ~p = Ω(kF + ˜`). Take the internal fermion to
have frequency p0 +ω and momentum ~p
′ = Ω′(kF + `). Then, the boson frequency is −ω, and its momentum-squared
is
(~p− ~p′)2 = 2k2F (1− cos θ) + (`− ˜`)2 + (2kF (`+ ˜`) + 2`˜`)(1− cos θ). (A16)
The contribution to the loop diagram from bosons with O(1) changes in the fermion angle will be very suppressed -
in fact, in order to get a non-suppressed contribution, one must have 1− cos θ ∼ 1/k2F . This is why we separated out
the last term in brackets in the expression above - its contribution is 1/kF -suppressed compared to the other terms
in the region that contributes. So, let us drop this term in the following. We will then shift integration variables
`→ `+ ˜`, to obtain
Σ(p0, ˜`) = g
2
∫
dωd`k2F dΩ
′2
(2pi)4
1
ω2 + c2`2 + 2c2k2F (1− cos θ)
−1
i(ω + p0)− vF (`+ ˜`)
(A17)
Now, we see that we can define m ≡ ip0 − vF ˜`, to define
Σ(m) = g2
∫
dωd`kd−1F d
d−1Ωˆ
(2pi)d+1
1
ω2 + c2`2 + 2c2k2F (1− cos θ)
−1
iω − vF `+m. (A18)
Wavefunction renormalization just depends on the linear term in m, so we can evaluate the simpler expression Σ′(0).
The integral that results will show up in later diagrams as well, so it is convenient to define it here and calculate it
once and for all:
I ≡ 2δΛ
∫
d`kd−1F d
d−1Ωˆ
(2pi)d+1
1
Λ2 + c2`2 + 2c2k2F (1− cos θ)
1
(iΛ− vF `)2 . (A19)
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Performing the ` integral by contour integration and taking d = 3, we find
I = −δΛ
2pi
∫ 1
0
2k2F d sin
2 θ
2
(2pi)
c
√
4c2k2F sin
2 θ
2 + Λ
2
(4c2k2F sin
2 θ
2vF + vFΛ
2 + cΛ
√
4c2k2F sin
2 θ
2 + Λ
2)2
kFΛ= − 1
4pi2cvF (c+ vF )
δΛ
Λ
. (A20)
In terms of this integral, we simply have
Σ′(0) = g2I = − g
2
4pi2cvF (c+ vF )
δΛ
Λ
(A21)
Consequently,
ag =
1
4pi2cvF (c+ vF )
. (A22)
(e)
The divergent part of the cubic renormalization is independent of the external momenta, so we can set these to
zero. The diagram then becomes
δg = g3
∫
dωd`dd−1k‖
(2pi)d+1
1
ω2 + c2(k2‖ + `
2)
1
(iω − vF `)2
This is immediately seen to be δg = g3I from equation (A19), so we have
δg = − g
3
4pi2cvF (c+ vF )
δΛ
Λ
, (A23)
showing that C3 = 1 in the theory with a single scalar φ, as claimed in §3.
(f)
The four-fermion vertex correction is just the usual BCS diagram, which we reproduce for completeness:
δλψ = λ
2
ψ2δΛ
∫
d`k2F d
2Ωˆ
(2pi)4
1
(iΛ− vF `)(−iΛ− vF `) =
λ2ψk
2
F
4pi2vF
δΛ
Λ
. (A24)
There is an additional symmetry factor of 12 for spin-less fermions.
(g) and (i)
As discussed in §4, these diagrams produce log2 and log3 divergences. A careful study of the meaning of these
terms is beyond the scope of this article, and we will merely show below that they vanish at infinite N .
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(h)
Finally, the diagram in Fig. 3(h) gives no divergence due to the kinematic constraints of the fermi surface. The
explanation is similar to the reason that in the Fermi liquid theory with only forward scattering, there is no RG
running. To see this more clearly, here is the graph again, with momenta labeled:
~p
 ~p  ~p 0
~p 0
~p ~p 0
Because the insertion of the four-fermion interaction connects antipodal points, the internal fermion momenta must
be ~p and ~p′, as drawn. However, the interaction being renormalized is also between antipodal points, so the external
momenta at the top of the diagram must also be ~p and ~p′ as drawn. Therefore, the angular integral is constrained
to a set of measure zero, and there is no UV divergence. A similar, though slightly longer, argument applies to a
diagram of the form of Fig. 3(i) rotated 90 degrees.
4. Large N Generalization
We now turn to calculating the N -dependent prefactors of the significant diagrams in Fig. 3 in the SU(N)
generalization.
(a)
Each cubic vertex brings down a factor of g√
N
φAψ¯
iTAji ψj . Contracting the fermions to make a loop, one is left
with g
2
N φAφBtr(T
ATB) = 1N g
2tr(φ2), so the N -dependent prefactor is simply N−1.
(c) (Matrix Valued Wilson-Fisher Fixed Point)
The one-loop analysis of the Wilson-Fisher fixed point using the  = 3− d expansion has been a textbook subject
for decades. The story changes a little when we use the matrix valued φab field; the difference is that we need to
study both tr[φ2]2 and tr[φ4] type terms:
Lφ ⊃
λ
(1)
φ
8N
tr(φ4) +
λ
(2)
φ
8N2
(tr(φ2))2. (A25)
Computing SU(N) traces, we find that
βλ(1) =
[(
1− 9
N2
)
(λ
(1)
φ )
2 +
6
N2
λ
(1)
φ λ
(2)
φ
]
β0,
βλ(2) =
[(
3
2
+
9
2N2
)
(λ
(1)
φ )
2 + 2
(
1− 3
2N2
)
λ
(1)
φ λ
(2)
φ +
1
2
(
1 +
7
N2
)
(λ
(2)
φ )
2
]
β0,
where β0 =
3
16pi2 is defined to be
βλ
λ2 where βλ is the β function of λ in
λ
4!φ
4 theory.
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This theory, with both couplings λ(1) and λ(2), does not have an IR-stable fixed point. To see this, substitute the
fixed point value λ
(1)
φ =  into βλ(2) at leading order in large N to give
βλ(2) =
[
3
2
2 + λ
(2)
φ +
1
2
(λ
(2)
φ )
2
]
β0 (A26)
This function of λ
(2)
φ is always positive for all values of λ
(2)
φ and  > 0, which means that λ
(2)
φ will not have any fixed
points, and will uncontrollably run negative. This can be avoided by setting λ
(1)
φ = 0, which is technically natural
because when this coupling vanishes the bosonic sector has an enhanced SO(N2) symmetry. In this case λ
(2)
φ has a
fixed point for λ
(2)
φ = 2/β0.
(d)
For this diagram, the following identity for SU(N) matrices TA (normalized so that tr(TATB) = NδAB) proves
useful:
1
N
TAij T
Am
n = δ
i
nδ
m
j −
1
N
δijδ
m
n . (A27)
Note that with our normalization of the TA’s, the boson propagator is proportional to 1/N . Contracting the fermions
and using the above identity, we see that this diagram produces a factor of
g√
N
g√
N
ψ¯iψn(Nδ
i
n −
1
N
δin) = g
2ψ¯iψi
(
1− 1
N2
)
, (A28)
so the N -dependence of the prefactor is simply (1−N−2). Consequently, the SU(N) generalization of ag is
ag → a(N)g =
(
1− 1
N2
)
ag. (A29)
(e)
For the cubic vertex, we need the following identity for SU(N) matrices:∑
A
TATBTA = −TB . (A30)
The boson propagator introduces a factor of 1/N and each vertex introduces a factor of g√
N
. Therefore, δgg is
proportional to − 1N2 . Since C3ag was defined to be proportional to − δgg3 , we therefore find
C3 =
1
N2 − 1 . (A31)
(f)
The BCS diagram renormalizing λψ does not involve any factors of the matrices T
A, and therefore all factors of N
are easily seen to come from the couplings themselves:
δλψ
λψ
∝ λ
2
ψN
−2
λψN−1
= λψN
−1. So in this case, the prefactor defined
as β in §5 is just
β =
1
N
(A32)
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(g) and (i)
In both of these diagrams, boson exchanges just produce factors of 1N T
Ai
j T
Am
n , so the identity (A27) is all we need.
In fact, it is sufficient to note that there are no closed fermion loops in these diagrams, so there are no extra N -
enhancements from tracing the identity matrix. Therefore, the leading N -dependence is determined by the factors of
1/N from the couplings in the vertex insertions produce
δλψ
λψ
∼ 1N g2λψ and 1N g4 for diagrams (g) and (i) respectively.
This is sufficient to suppress these diagrams at infinite N , as claimed.
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